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IN ITALY

In the beginning of 1830's, M. K. Oginskis realized that the political situation in comparison to the
1810's and 1820's radically changed and he had no
longer the ability to influence leaders of Russia and
other European countries in restoration of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. His gout outbreak became more
and more severe. Doctors advised Mykolas Kleopas
to choose a more suitable climate for a living. His
marriage with Maria de Neri for a long time was only
formal; therefore, although the youngest daughter Ida
was only 10 years old, Mykolas Kleopas decided to
move abroad for perpetuity. Mykolas Kleopas constituted his testament in 1818. M. K. Oginskis trusted Maria Neri and her organizational skills, maternal feelings, thus the children remained with their
mother. Maria de Neri also took care of all manors
until she moved to live in Italy as well. Mykolas Kleopas chose to live in Florence, the native city of Maria de Neri. On the way there, he visited Warsaw,
Dresden, Paris, relatives and friends. Having reached
the capital city Florence, one of most important cultural centers in Europe, Mykolas Kleopas stayed and
settled there permanently. In Florence, not only the
climate, but also the cultural environment was acceptable for him. While living in there, Mykolas Kleopas was an active participant of European cultural
life, communicated with local and visiting the most
prominent artists of that time, attended recent performances, concerts and exhibitions. There were favorable conditions for Mykolas Kleopas to compose
and play music. Initially, he lived in a suburb called
Fiezoli, and later settled in the house in the city Centre
(today it is in 10 Tornabouni Street). In 2006, M.
K. Oginskis' memory promoters from Belarus decorated this particular house with bronze memorial plaque. The plaque was created a Belarusian sculptor

Valerian Januskievic. Almost identical memorial plaque affixed to the State Music College of Mykolas
Kleopas Oginskis name in Maladzyechna. Valerian
Januskievic is also an author of the impressive sculpture of Mykolas Kleopas standing by the college. The
plaque is small, but it has imposing details: stave with
a fragment of "Farewell to Motherland", the storm
facing the handsome face of Mykolas Kleopas, the
hair freely flowing in a wind, stumbled horse, wolfdogs attacking him and ready to destroy. All this composition vividly defines the personality and the life
of their creator. Living in Florence, M. K. Oginskis
finished writing the "Memoirs" and its supplements,
an essay collection "Letters about music", completed biographies of several well-known 19th century
politicians, organized the archive, and improved his
own violin playing skills. He never missed a chance
to socialize and discuss about music with visiting
the city friends, took care of publishing of his compositions. As before, he loved to play the chess. In
1829, the poet Adam Mickiewicz and his friend Antoni Odyniec stopped by in Florence. There was no
even time for Anton and Mykolas Kleopas to talk
for a while on relevant matters, because most of the
meeting time took playing the chess. From Florence, Antoni Odyniec wrote:
"The glory of Adam (Mickiewicz), and the fact that
I knew him, assured that we were warmly welcomed and
during the visit treated not as guests, but as friends; every
day we were invited for a dinner and to spend time after
dinner, however we did not have a chance for that every
evening. As the old proverb says:
"Live with Czartoryski,
Drink with Radvila,
Eat with Oginskis,
Speak with Rzewuski."
Not to mention the wonderful dinners, I could spend
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Chapel of the Basilica of Holy Cross in Florence. Here rest the remains of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis and many
other greatest art and science figures of all time. 2008. Photo by Vytas Rutkauskas
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The Basilica of Holy Cross in Florence, where the remains of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis rests. 2008. Photo by
Vytas Rutkauskas

Tombstone of Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis (1765–1833) in the Basilica of Holy Cross in Florence. 2008. Photo by Vytas Rutkauskas
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hours listening to interesting and meaningful stories of
Oginskis. When we stayed longer for a linger, the damn
chess board appeared on the table and as he and Adam
played the chess game a conversation was limited to two
words "shah" and "mate". At those hours, I felt like a fly
having been crushed by flypaper. Five years before the
creation of Mickiewicz's masterpiece "Pan Tadeusz" –
full of epic, romantic mystery, glory, history and Lithuanian fantasy – apparently, he already had a thought of
creating this epic still playing the chess with Mykolas Kleopas Oginskis. He is mentioned in this epos:
"Homeland Lithuania, significant more than
my health!
How you should be cherished, only those could see,
Who have lost you! And now I portray You
In my yearning touched of thy beauty."
While living in Florence, Mykolas Kleopas missed Lithuania dearly, constantly corresponded with his children:
Amelia from Gulbinai, later she with her husband Karolis Teofilis Zaluski moved to Memel; Ema then married to Ipolit Brzostowski and living in Poland Ciarnozily (by Czæstochowa)."280
Together with his private secretary Leonard
Chodzka, Mykolas Kleopas in 1826, visited Paris
and, in 1827, Geneva, in case of publishing the
"Memoirs". M. K. Oginskis was constantly concerned about events in his homeland. The news
about a defeat of the November Uprising, of which
one of the leaders in Lithuania was his daughter
Amelia's husband Karolis Teofilis Zaluski, and the
other his sister Juzefa's son Gabriel, affected him
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I. Zaluskis, Klaipëda, p. 152–153.

heavily, as well as the news that the Tsarist government closed the Vilnius University. In the last
years of his life Mykolas Kleopas, although his eyesight was very weak, still picked up the violin, played his favorite composition by the piano, and was
happy for each message received from the relatives.
M. K. Oginskis died on the hands of his daughter Ema, on 15th of October 1833. Ema with her
husband Ipolit also took care of his funeral. Mykolas Kleopas was buried near his home in the churchyard of the New Church of St. Virgin Mary, which
belonged to a monastery (It. Basilica di Santa Maria Novella). Later, Maria de Neri took care that M.
K. Oginskis' remains would be transferred to the
pantheon of Basilica of the Holy Cross, Florence (It.
Basilica di Santa Croce). She ordered a monumental tombstone, made of white Carrara marble.
The Basilica is the largest Franciscan church in the
world, where the prominent Italian science, art, public
figures, including Michelangelo Buonarroti (14751564), Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), Leonardo Bruni /
Aretino (1370–1444), Niccol? Machiavelli (1469–
1527), Gioacchino Antonio Rossini (1792–1868), Dante Alighieri (1265–1321), Giovanni Battisto Niccolini
(1782–1861) and other great creators are buried.
It is believed, that the monumental tombstone of Mykolas Kleopas depicts the mourning Maria de Neri –
the woman perpetuated in the sculpture is very similar to
the portrait of Maria de Neri, painted by Aleksander Ludwik Molinari (1805–1868) and now stored in
M. K. Èiurlionis National Museum of Art in Kaunas.

Florence. Tornabuoni Street from the Arno River side. 2008. Photo by Vytas Rutkauskas
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